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	Cold Regions Engineering 2012, 9780784412473 (0784412472), American Society of Civil Engineers, 2012

	Proceedings of the 15th International Specialty Conference on Cold Regions Engineering, held in Quebec City, Canada, August 19-22, 2012. This collection contains 82 peer-reviewed papers on new developments in cold regions engineering and technologies. These papers offer a truly international view of the current state of knowledge in different aspects of civil engineering in cold regions, including geotechnics, transportation, pavements, structures, rivers and ports, and water management. Topics include: embankment engineering on permafrost; foundation design; frozen soil behavior; infrastructure and climate change; mining in cold regions; navigation in seasonal frozen waterways; permafrost investigation; port engineering; river ice processes; roads: pavement design, spring load restrictions, and winter road maintenance; snow and ice; structural engineering; and wastewater management in a cold climate. This collection will be of interest to all types of civil engineers working in areas where cold weather is a factor in engineering practice.
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Creating Web Sites: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2005
Think you have to be a technical wizard to build a great web site? Think again. For anyone who wants to create an engaging web site--for either personal or business purposes--Creating Web Sites: The Missing Manual demystifies the process and provides tools, techniques, and expert guidance for...


		

MATLAB Codes for Finite Element Analysis: Solids and Structures (Solid Mechanics and Its Applications)Springer, 2008
This book intend to supply readers with some MATLAB codes for finite element analysis of solids and structures.

After a short introduction to MATLAB, the book illustrates the finite element implementation of some problems by simple scripts and functions.

The following problems are discussed:

• Discrete systems,...

		

Computer Architecture Techniques for Power-Efficiency (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
In the last few years, power dissipation has become an important design constraint, on par with performance, in the design of new computer systems. Whereas in the past, the primary job of the computer architect was to translate improvements in operating frequency and transistor count into performance, now power efficiency must be taken into account...




	

Built to Learn: The Inside Story of How Rockwell Collins Became a True Learning OrganizationAMACOM, 2003
While many companies have trouble measuring the effectiveness of their learning and development efforts, the picture at Rockwell Collins is crystal clear. In the span of just three years, Rockwell went from having a traditional (and characteristically drab) training program to possessing a dynamic, strategically aligned initiative featuring...


		

Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit DesignArtech House Publishers, 2010

	Radio frequency integrated circuits (RFICs) are the building blocks that enable every device from cable television sets to mobile telephones to transmit and receive signals and data. This newly revised and expanded edition of the 2003 Artech House classic, "Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit Design", serves as an up-to-date,...


		

Mechanical Design Engineering HandbookButterworth-Heinemann, 2013

	Mechanical Design Engineering Handbook is a straight-talking and forward-thinking reference covering the design, specification, selection, use and integration of machine elements fundamental to a wide range of engineering applications.


	Develop or refresh your mechanical design skills in the areas of bearings, shafts, gears, seals,...
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